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Retreat from openness

SIR,-As a child I was a target for bullies, and,
although time heals, I still have bitter memories.
An unexpected telephone call telescopes the

years. A measured voice threatens disciplinary
measures for gross personal misconduct. What
have I done? Neglected or harmed a patient?
Breached confidentiality? I wait ("the victim
invites"). The charge is, "If you speak for your
colleagues at the public inquiry you will be in
breach ofcontract. The master-servant relationship
compels you to act in the interests ofyour employer,
and, since you have failed to persuade the health
authority to your point of view, you will face
disciplinary action for publicising your opinion.
You are clearly ignorant of the law, as you will find
out when you ring your defence society."

But can't doctors speak out? Isn't there a clause
somewhere which gives us the right to speak
publicly on matters of clinical interest or patient
services? How can opposition to a planned com-
mercial development on a hospital site bring down
this sort of wrath from on high? Am I unsophisti-
cated and ignorant? Possibly. Unsupported? I
won't know for some time. A target for bully boys?

That evening my wife and, on the morrow, my
colleagues are outraged. Surely health service
management should not be able to gag doctors. We
are confused, angry, and in disarray. Management
does not respond to my request (and my lawyer's)
for consultation.
The defence society advises me that under

paragraph 330 of the terms and conditions of
service I am "free, without the prior consent of
the employing authority, to deliver any lecture
or speech; whether on matters arising out of
my hospital service or not." I had expected my
employers to know this but, on reflection, my
childhood bullies never warned me that I was
"fully entitled to go and tell my mum." My
solicitor advises me to withdraw in my own
interests, on the grounds that "they seem deter-
mined to get you. " My colleagues reluctantly agree
that we should back down.

Two days later I am home when I should have
been giving evidence to the public inquiry on
matters which affect patient services. A week later
I am still trying to come to terms with it. The local
newspaper rings to say it has heard I am to be
suspended. No comment. The health authority
spokesperson has given what the journalist calls,
"Purple prose about the importance of widening
the public debate on the NHS and their commit-
ment to the policy of letting doctors have their
say." According to the spokesperson I and my
colleagues agree with the authority in this matter.
Will I confirm this? No comment. "A pity," says
the reporter "It's a good story, and Watergate
arose from investigations of a similarly trivial
incident." He may be a budding Woodward or
Bernstein, but I don't want to end up like Nixon.

So, I have given in yet again-or have I? A
wise medical statesman reminds me of John F
Kennedy's advice: "Don't get angry, get even."

ANONYMOUS

SIR,-The articles by Sir Douglas Black and
Dr Richard Smith (19-26 December, pp 1582,
1633) express the misgivings which many research
workers feel about the proposed new contract for
DHSS funded research and the requirement that
departmental consent should be obtained before
publication of the results of such work.
The assurances that have been offered have not

succeeded in allaying these misgivings. The heart
of the matter is, of course, the curtailment of
academic freedom that is proposed. This is wrong
in principle, and any proposal that leaves the
present wording unchanged seems bound to be
unsatisfactory whatever assurances are received
concerning its likely application in practice.
Dr Smith mentions the possibility that papers

critical of government policy may be censored. It
is not only in areas of policy that such concern may
arise. For instance, the DHSS supports research

concerned with the geographical distribution of
disease, particularlywith regard to cancer incidence
around nuclear installations. It is, or should be,
unthinkable that the results of this work will not be
freely published. It is essential that the research
workers concerned should be able to say that they
will not be subject to any political pressures over
publication-and that they should be believed. No
gloss on the wording, no amount of reassurance
fromministers or departmental officials will achieve
this. One of the main reasons for carrying out this
work is to determine whether there is any ground
for public anxiety and, if there is not, to provide
reassurance. If, as will certainly happen under the
new proposals, such assurances are not believed
the results are in this respect worthless.

Another problem is the potentially disastrous
effect on collaborative work. Who will enter into
collaborative studies with DHSS research units if
there is some chance, however slight, that the
results will not be published? Will other bodies
agree to joint funding of work at DHSS units (as
they do at present) under such constraints?

Will good research workers want to join DHSS
units?

It is no exaggeration to say that much of the
DHSS funded research programme is endangered
by the new proposals. Are ministers and their
officials aware of the mixture of anger and near
despair which is currently being caused? Surely
even at this stage they should consider the possi-
bility of meeting not only the needs of government
but also the deeply felt concerns of research
workers.

GERALD DRAPER
Childhood Cancer Research Group,
University of Oxford, Oxford

SIR,-The logic of Sir Douglas Black (19-26
December, p 1582) asking why make a change that
alters nothing and who judges what is "unreason-
able" and the examples quoted by Dr Richard
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